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Statement of the Issues Presented for Review 

I. The Speech of the Judge Is Sacred and Not Subject to Restraint or Sanction. 

II. The Canons Cannot Restrain Judge Polk-Payton’s Religious and Political Speech. 

III. The Judge’s Commercial Speech Is Protected from Restraint or Sanction. 

IV. The Judge Did Not Bring the Judiciary into Disrepute or Commit Misconduct. 

 

Statement of the Case 

 In Mississippi, a citizen possesses free speech, the freedom to worship, and the freedom 

of press.  These freedoms are enshrined in our Constitution of 1890 to be held “sacred.” That 

Cornerstone of our State has featured those holy words for over a century, and decisions in the 

21st century have emphasized that members of the Judiciary likewise possess these “sacred” 

rights on political and religious subjects—safeguarded simultaneously by the First Amendment 

to the United States Constitution.   

 Nonetheless, the Commission on Judicial Performance swept aside these dual shields 

when it prosecuted a justice court judge for publishing a book about her life, her son’s desperate 

battle with a rare form of cancer, her walk with God, and her love of country.  The 

Commission’s muddled complaint focused on the cover of the book—an image of the jurist 

wearing her Sunday best, stepping out of a black robe.   

 Even though there is no doubt the judge has the right to write a book and publish it, 

regardless of content, the Commission seemed likewise infuriated that she had dared to ask 

people to purchase the book about her life and personal philosophies.  The Commission also 

demanded that the jurist suffer a public reprimand because she had used the playful nickname 

“@judgecutie” on her Instagram.    
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 The Commission ultimately recommended that the justice court judge suffer a sanction of 

“public reprimand”—the same level of punishment imposed in a different case on a judge who 

once said that the black people in her county could “‘go to hell for all I care.’”  

 Striving to retain her “sacred” rights of speech, religion, and press, the jurist asks this 

Court to reject the Commission’s recommendation. 

Statement Regarding Oral Argument 

 Pursuant to MRAP 34(b), oral argument must be granted because this appeal involves 

critical issues of free speech.  In Mississippi, political and religious speech is held “sacred.” Yet 

when Justice Court Judge Gay Polk-Payton exercised these rights in publishing a book about her 

family, her faith in God, and her personal philosophies, she found herself the focus of a 

Complaint by our Commission on Judicial Performance.  Oral argument in this case will 

establish that her speech was protected under both Section 13 of Constitution of 1890 as well as 

the First Amendment to the United State Constitution.  At the very least, oral argument will 

reveal that nothing the jurist did warranted a public reprimand, as she did not commit actions 

which brought the Judiciary into disrepute.     

Statement of Assignment 

 Pursuant to our Constitution, only the Supreme Court has the power to “remove from 

office, suspend, fine or publicly censure or reprimand any justice or judge of this state . . . .” 

Const. of 1890, Art. 6, Sec. 177-A; see also Rules of Commn. on Jud. Perf. 10.  Therefore under 

to MRAP 16(d)(2) this case must be assigned to the Supreme Court.   
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Uncontested Facts and Course of Proceedings 

 

A. A mother, Christian, and jurist authors a book.   

 

God is still God when my baby was laying in the hospital bed at Blair E. Batson 

Hospital in Jackson or when he is at his high school.  As a child of God, I walk in 

faith through every trial and test, I remain steadfast, unmovable, always 

abounding in the word of the Lord.   

 

Gay Polk-Payton, This Has Been a Public Service Announcement, page 139 

 The facts underlying this appeal are not in dispute.  The Honorable Gay Polk-Payton is a 

Justice Court Judge for Forrest County.  2:1.  Like many people, Judge Polk-Payton uses 

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube. 2:1.  Her use of these platforms predated her 

election to the Bench in 2012. 2:1-2.  Her pages are public and not locked down. 2:2.  

 Prior to her election, the Judge’s name on some social media platforms was “legal_diva.” 

2:2.  After she was elected, she changed her name on Instagram and Twitter to “JudgeCutie.” 

2:2.
1
 

 During her tenure on the Bench, Judge Polk-Payton crafted stories about her life, her 

religious and political beliefs, and her family into a book called This Has Been a Public Service 

Announcement. 2:4; see supplemental Record (a copy of the book).  The book was published in 

late 2013, and PSA was essentially a compilation of her posts on social media. 2:4.  The book has 

several sections devoted to the Judge’s discussion of family, God, her faith in her Christian 

religion, being a single parent, and relationships between men and women. 2:4; see PSA. 

 The first words of her book are devoted to God and family:  “I couldn’t write a book 

without taking the time to first acknowledge the vessels that God used to make my life a reality,” 

the judge wrote. PSA, at 5.  One emotional thread running throughout the book is Judge Polk-

                                                 
1
 The nickname is a play on the title of the popular television program Judge Judy suggested by the 

jurist’s friends at church.  After the formal complaint was filed against her, Judge Polk-Payton changed 

the “JudgeCutie” nicknames on her social media accounts. 2:2. 
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Payton’s connection to God,
2
 and thankfulness that her faith carried her through her son’s intense 

battle with cancer, which included struggles with chemotherapy and radiation treatment.  PSA, at 

133-39.  Her son, Kobe, was so direly sick that he was flown by the Make-A-Wish Foundation to 

Pennsylvania to meet his favorite football team, the Steelers. PSA, 137.
3
 

 While the book touches on political areas, such as September 11 (“Remember those 

parents who lost their kids,” at 29), standing for the National Anthem
4
 (“Honor [veterans] by 

standing to salute the flag when you hear our Nation’s anthem and our Pledge of Allegiance,” at 

26), and voting (“Don’t be guilty of taking civil liberties for granted.  Voting is a privilege, not a 

burden,” at 17), much of PSA is concerned directly or indirectly with Judge Polk-Payton’s faith.  

There are 19 pages on “Religion” alone, not counting the many references to how God shapes 

her personal and professional life. PSA, 133-151. 

 In light of her extensive biography emphasizing her authorship of Gospel songs, music 

performance, serving as a Justice Court Judge, and extensive schooling at USM and Ole Miss, 

the cover of PSA could show Judge Polk-Payton in a choir robe, judicial robe, or academic 

gown: 

                                                 
2
 “Why don’t people line up to serve God the way they line up at concerts, the club or Best Buy on Black 

Friday?  Why don’t we wake up or stay up all night to worship or prepare to worship our Savoir who was 

beaten all night and then crucified in atonement for our sins when we will do it for a flat screen that you 

could get on Amazon for a few dollars more?” PSA, at 140. 

 
3
 In his visit, Kobe got to catch a football from Steelers QB Ben Roethlisberger, and shake the hands of 

Troy Polamalu and Mike Wallace.  See http://ms.wish.org/wishes/wish-stories/i-wish-to-meet/kobe--i-

wish-to-meet-the-pittsburgh-steelers (last accessed Feb. 24, 2017).   

 
4
 The National Anthem holds a special place in the heart of the judge; her biography notes an extensive 

list of where she has performed the Anthem, including football, basketball, and softball games at her alma 

mater the University of Southern Mississippi. PSA, back cover.  
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B. The judge is accused of bringing shame to her office. 

 

Even when I put on my robe, I still judge on the facts and circumstances as they 

relate to the laws of the state of Mississippi and the United States Constitution.  I 

am careful not to judge people because but for the grace of God, it could be me 

standing in front of that bench instead of sitting behind it. 

 

PSA, at 144. 

 A little less than a year after PSA was published, the judge was served by a Complaint by 

the Commission on Judicial Performance.  1:3-7.  The Complaint charged her “with judicial 

misconduct constituting a violation of Section 177A of the Mississippi Constitution of 1890, as 

amended,” deploying a dizzying amount of criticism about the judge’s book, her promotion of 

the book, and her use of social media, among others. 1:3-7.  While unclear what behavior 

allegedly violated which Canon, the Complaint seemed to be focused on three core areas:  the 
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PSA book and its cover, the use of the “JudgeCutie” nickname on social media, and Judge Polk-

Payton’s commercial efforts to publicize the book and her law practice. 1:3-7.   

 First and foremost the Commission acted aggrieved that she authored a book at all, and 

then dared to promote it.  1:4.  The Complaint’s first point was that the judge “wrote a book,” 

although it did not acknowledge the book’s focus on her religious beliefs, her political opinions, 

or emotional recollections of her son’s battle with cancer. 1:4.   

 Instead, the Complaint focused on the cover of PSA, which it alleged showed her 

“removing her judicial robe.” 1:4.  The Commission claimed “This photograph is undignified 

and demeaning to the judicial office Respondent holds and to the judiciary as a whole.” 1:4. 

 The Commission also sharply criticized her promotion of the book, and alleged she “has 

used, and continues to use, her status as a justice court judge to advance the sales of her book.” 

1:4.  The Commission did not elaborate on how she had done this, or reference how sales were 

increased.  

 Part of the allegation was centered on Judge Polk-Payton’s use of a business card that had 

her title on it, along with the cover of the book on the other side. 1:4.  The Commission alleged 

the mere existence of business cards used her “status as a justice court judge to further advance 

the sales of her book.” 1:5.  

 This general condemnation of the judge’s existence as a justice court judge—a part time 

role—continued, with the Commission alleging she used her status “to advance the sales of her 

book, music, law practice, etc.” 1:5.  No further detail was included. 

 The Commission also attacked the judge for her use of the “@judgecutie” nickname, 

claiming the Twitter handle was “undignified and demeaning to the judicial office she holds and 

to the judiciary as a whole.” 1:5.  Without detail, the Complaint also alleged she “has been 
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interviewed by various media outlets” where she used her status as judge “to advance the sales of 

her book, music, etc.” 1:5. 

 Despite the reality that Judge Polk-Payton is explicitly allowed to practice law in addition 

to the performance of her justice court duties, the Commission condemned her for referencing 

her status on her law firm’s Facebook page. 1:5.  Without detail, the Commission generally 

alleged this amounted to her using “her status as a justice court judge to advance [her] private 

interests.” 1:5. 

 All told, the Commission alleged that Judge Polk-Payton violated seven separate 

provisions of the Canons, without correlating how the alleged conduct violated which provision.  

1:6.  Bizarrely, the Commission even charged the judge with violating a Canon which explicitly 

allows her to “speak, write, lecture, teach and participate” outside of her role in office. 1:6. 

C. The judge invokes the State and Federal Constitutional guarantees of free speech.  

 Through counsel in her Answer, Judge Polk-Payton hotly disputed the charges. 1:12.  

“The Respondent specifically and affirmatively asserts that the conduct complained of by 

the Commission is protected by the Constitution of the United States of America,” the Answer 

stated. 1:12. “More specifically, the Respondent asserts that the conduct complained of infringes 

upon her rights of free speech and of the press,” the judge responded, citing to U.S. Supreme 

Court precedent. 1:12.   

 Judge Polk-Payton also specifically defended her speech as “sacred” under our 

Constitution of 1890:  “The Respondent specifically and affirmatively asserts that the conduct 

complained of by the Commission is protected by Section 13 of the Mississippi Constitution of 

1890, as amended.” 1:12.  “Section 13 states ‘The freedom of speech and of the press shall be 

held sacred ... ’” 1:12.  The judge affirmatively defended herself by stating “The protections 
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afforded by the Mississippi Constitution are even greater than those afforded by the Constitution 

of the United States.” 1:12. 

 The judge also protested that “she is being selectively prosecuted for conduct that is 

generally practiced by others who are subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission.”1:13.  “The 

conduct complained of is widely accepted and even encouraged when practiced by others,” she 

noted, and “[t]he conduct complained of should be encouraged and not prosecuted.” 1:13.   

 For while the Commission was hammering Judge Polk-Payton for daring to write a book 

and tell people it was for sale, she pointed out that “A quick and cursory search of 

the internet turns up numerous examples of judges in Mississippi listing their judicial positions 

and titles on Facebook, Twitter and other websites along with photographs of them in robes and 

on the bench.” 1:13. “It is also common and routine for judges in Mississippi to author and sell 

books on the internet and in person while referencing their official title and position as judge,” 

the Answer continued.  1:13.  “In fact, as recently as July 2014, the Mississippi Bar Association 

advertised and promoted the selling of books by Mississippi judges at its annual meeting and 

convention.” 1:13.  The judge pointed out that it was well accepted for jurists to author books 

and promote them, up to and including members of the United States Supreme Court, such as 

Justice Scalia. 1:14.  In support of her defense, the Answer included 69 pages of material 

referencing Facebook posts, book sales, Twitter pages, and the like from various members of the 

Mississippi State and Federal Judiciary. 1:25-93. 

 The dozens of pages of exhibits included multiple instances regarding former Justice 

Randy Pierce’s novel Magnolia Mud and its sales, including at the Mississippi Bar, at Square 

Books in Oxford, and an article in the Clarion-Ledger about the book. 1:25-39.
5
  The exhibits 

also included various screenshots or articles about Presiding Justice Dickinson and his musical 

                                                 
5
 At the time the Complaint was filed, Justice Pierce was still a sitting member of the Court.  
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career as a bluegrass musician, with a spread in DeSoto magazine, and Justice Josiah Coleman’s 

pride in his wife’s photography business. 1:40-57.   

 Through screenshots of the Facebook accounts of judges on the Court of Appeals, Judge 

Polk-Payton demonstrated it was common for judges to denote themselves as jurists or present 

photos of themselves in robes—just as Judge Donna Barnes and Judge David Ishee had, as well 

as Circuit Court Judge Jim Kitchens, who presides over the Sixteenth Circuit. 1:59-67.   

 The exhibits also showed the Amazon book results page for The Nominee:  A Political 

and Spiritual Journey, by Judge Leslie H. Southwick, of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, and 

some of the many books authored by Justice Scalia. 1:88-91.  Many of these explicitly show the 

judge in their robe or reference their title or position. 1:88-91. 

 The judge also requested that the Complaint be dismissed for failing to state a claim, and 

demanded a more definite statement so that she could be put on notice as to what specific 

conduct violated what specific Canon.  1:18-23.  The judge also pointed out that the Complaint 

failed to follow its own Rules as to the identity of the complainant or whether the Commission 

itself initiated the inquiry. 1:15. 

D. The Commission recommends a public reprimand. 

 There was no dispute over the facts giving rise to the Complaint, and so the Commission 

and the judge both agreed to them. 2:1-5.
6
  The Recommendation agreed that “Respondent is not 

unique in the use of social media by a Judge, [and] in fact many judges maintain a social media 

presence.” 2:1.  The judge admitted she had used the “JudgeCutie” nickname on social media, 

and that her social media pages were public. 2:2.  She also admitted that on her law firm’s 

Facebook page she had referred to being a justice court judge. 2:3.  She also admitted to 

                                                 
6
 While Judge Polk-Payton stipulated to these facts and the Recommendation, she is not bound by them 

on appeal.  See Standard of Review section below; Miss. Commn. on Jud. Performance v. Walker, 172 

So. 3d 1165, 1167 (Miss. 2015) (“even when the Commission and the judge enter into a joint 

recommendation . . . this Court’s acceptance of the joint recommendation is not a certainty”).  
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authoring PSA, which the Recommendation admitted was filled with her opinions “about topics 

such as general insights, men, ladies, fitness, and religion.” 2:4. 

 Judge Polk-Payton did agree to “maintain separate social media accounts for personal, 

law firm, musician, and/or other private interest endeavors, and her judicial position,” and also 

stopped using the “JudgeCutie” nickname. 2:4-5.  The Recommendation admitted that “[n]either 

the Commission, nor the Court has established guidelines or procedures for judges in Mississippi 

for use of social media[].” 2:5.    

 Nonetheless, the Commissions’ Recommendation set out that the judge’s activities were 

misconduct, and that she should suffer a public reprimand. 2:5.   

 Pursuant to the Rules of the Commission on Judicial Performance, this review by the 

Court automatically commenced.  

Summary of the Argument 

 For four core reasons the Commission’s Recommendation must be rejected and the 

Complaint against Judge Gay Polk-Payton completely dismissed.   

 First, our Constitution of 1890 assures all citizens that their freedom of speech, religion, 

and “freedom of speech and of the press shall be held sacred.” The Canons cannot be used to 

encroach upon that promise. 

 Second, the First Amendment safeguards a judge’s speech on political and religious 

matters.  Judge Polk-Payton wrote about matters of legitimate public concern, and the Canons 

cannot be used to restrain her speech. 

 Nor can the Canons restrain her commercial speech.  The jurist’s book about her walk 

with God, her love of country, and her family is protected speech.  Her efforts to sell the book 

are likewise protected as an extension of that sacred speech.  There was nothing in that 
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commercial speech—which recognized the reality that she holds elected office as a justice court 

judge—which damages the Judiciary. 

 Last, Judge Polk-Payton did not bring her office into disrepute.  Justice court judges have 

been sanctioned for misconduct like physically harassing their subordinates, blurting  that their 

African-American constituents could “go to hell for all I care,” and screaming a racial epithet at 

a mentally disabled man while hitting him.  Nothing Judge Polk-Payton did comes within miles 

of those horrors, and her use of social media and authorship of a book about her life and personal 

philosophies does not demean the Judiciary. 

Standard of Review 

 The Commission has the constitutional authority to “make a recommendation” to this 

Court. Miss. Commn. on Jud. Performance v. Weisenberger, 201 So. 3d 444, 448 (Miss. 2016) 

(quoting Miss. Const. of 1890, art. 6, Sec. 177A).  As a result of that authority, the “Court 

accords “careful consideration of the findings of fact and recommendations of the Commission, 

or its committee.” Id. (internal quotation and citation omitted). 

 Yet on appeal, “this Court must make its “own, independent evaluation of the record 

evidence.” Id. (internal quotation and citation omitted).  In doing so, “this Court may accept, 

reject or modify, in whole or in part, the findings and recommendations of the Commission.” Id. 

(internal quotation and citation omitted).  “[T]his Court is not bound by the Commission's 

findings,” which allows it to “impose additional sanctions.” Miss. Commn. on Jud. Performance 

v. Walker, 172 So. 3d 1165, 1167 (Miss. 2015) (internal quotation and citation omitted).   

 Importantly, the Court is not bound by a joint recommendation by the Commission and a 

judge. Id. “[T]his Court’s acceptance of the joint recommendation is not a certainty.” Id. (internal 

quotation and citation omitted).   
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 While there was a joint recommendation at the Commission, Judge Polk-Payton urges 

this Court to reject it and dismiss the Complaint. 

ARGUMENT 

I. The Speech of the Judge Is Sacred and Not Subject to Restraint or Sanction. 

 Under the Constitution of 1890, the freedom of speech is utterly sacred.  Therefore the 

Commission cannot restrain Judge Polk-Payton’s exercise of free speech, which centered on her 

authoring a book about her beliefs in God, her political views, her family, and her personal 

philosophies.  For this reason alone, the entirety of the Complaint must be dismissed. 

 One hundred and twenty-seven years ago, Mississippi declared in its Bill of Rights that 

“The freedom of speech and of the press shall be held sacred . . . .” Miss. Const. of 1890, Art. 3, 

Sec. 13.  The lofty use of the word “sacred” is repeated not long after in this Cornerstone—that 

“the free enjoyment of all religious sentiments and the different modes of worship shall be held 

sacred.” Miss. Const. of 1890, Art. 3, Sec. 18. 

 This distinctive language honoring our citizenry’s speech echoed to the word the 

language of the Constitution of 1868.  See Const. of 1868, Art. I, Sec. 4.  That document 

expanded the protection for speech granted Mississippians under the founding Cornerstone of 

1817 and the successor Constitution of 1832.
7
 

                                                 

7
 Three sections from the Declaration of Rights in both 1817 and 1832 protected speech:   

 

Sect. 5. That no person shall be molested for his opinions on any subject whatever, nor 

suffer any civil or political incapacity, or acquire any civil or political advantage, in 

consequence of such opinions, except in cases provided for in this Constitution.  

Sect. 6. Every citizen may freely speak, write, and publish his sentiments on all subjects; 

being responsible for the abuse of that liberty.  

Sect. 7. No law shall ever be passed to curtail or restrain the liberty of speech, or of the 

press.  
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 The use of the word “sacred” in our Bill of Rights transforms the freedom of speech for 

Mississippians into something special.  The transformation from the prior language from the 

Declaration of Rights’ use of “freedom of speech” into the holy realm is remarkable.  For the 

word “sacred” meant then as now “Holy,” or “pertaining to God or to his worship,” or even 

“Proceeding from God and containing religious precepts.”
8
  It was much different than the 

language of man and woman we used when founding Mississippi; Section 13 consecrates our 

freedom of speech to a level beyond a mere protective device. 

 In 1941, this Court warned against intruding upon free speech—which did not itself arise 

from the Constitution:  “In both the State and Federal Constitutions these rights are recognized as 

pre-existing and the provisions therein are against abridgment or restraint, even as Magna Charta 

secured liberty to the people by imposing restraint upon the king.”  Sullens v. State, 191 Miss. 

856, 4 So. 2d 356, 361 (Miss. 1941).  “This freedom is declared to be sacred to the people and 

being one of the distinguishing features of a democratic state is naturally the first to be destroyed 

by totalitarian states in their campaign for enslavement through dictatorship.” Id. 

 Our consecration of free speech has been recognized by this Court.  In 1976, the 

company which owned the Saenger Theatre in Hattiesburg appealed a conviction for obscenity  

for screening The Exorcist film.  ABC Interstate Theatres, Inc. v. State, 325 So. 2d 123, 124 

(Miss. 1976).  The Court reversed the conviction, since the obscenity statute was “an 

                                                                                                                                                             
Const. of 1832, Art. I, Secs. 5-6.  Save for changes in commas or semi-colons, this language was adopted 

wholesale from 1817.  See Const. of 1817, Art. I, Secs. 5-7. 

8
 The 1828 version of Webster’s Dictionary includes those notable phrases. See 

http://webstersdictionary1828.com/Dictionary/sacred (last accessed February 27, 2017). Importantly, the 

modern incarnation of the dictionary still tracks that more ancient definition.  See https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/sacred (last accessed February 27, 2017) (“worthy of religious veneration”).   

 

The Oxford English Dictionary includes the following definitions:  “Consecrated,” “esteemed especially 

dear or acceptable to a deity,” “Dedicated, set apart, exclusively appropriated to some person or some 

special purpose,” and “made holy by association with a god or other object of worship.”  
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unconstitutional trespass upon the First Amendment to the United States Constitution.” Id. at 

126.  The State argued that perhaps the statute could be salvaged; the Court rejected this 

invitation to redraft the language of the lawmaking branch. Id. 

 In so ruling, the Court noted “that the legislature might want to give consideration to 

Article 3, Section 13, of the Mississippi Constitution (1890) relating to the freedom of speech in 

this state,” and quoted Section 13.  Id. at 126-7.  “We are of the opinion, without deciding, that 

Article 3, Section 13, supra, by modern-day standards, appears to be more protective of the 

individual’s right to freedom of speech than does the First Amendment since our constitution 

makes it worthy of religious veneration.” Id. at 126 (emphases added); see also Gulf Pub. Co., 

Inc. v. Lee, 434 So. 2d 687, 696 (Miss. 1983) (again noting the holy nature of the Constitutional 

protection).   

 For the venerated language of Section 13 soars far above the earth-bound protection of 

the Federal Constitution’s First Amendment, which rather plainly states that “Congress shall 

make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or 

abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to 

assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” There is a striking 

difference in tone:  Mississippi’s Cornerstone invokes the angelic realms, while the Federal 

Constitution only speaks to the realm of humans and their legislatures.   

 There is also a formal distinction in approach:  the Federal amendment is a limiter on 

Congressional power, which prevents Congress from restraining speech, but does not actually 

address the freedom of speech itself.  In contrast, Mississippi places the speech of the citizenry 

first and invests it with unlimited power:  “The freedom of speech and of the press shall be held 

sacred . . . .” The inability of a legislature or any other actor to restrain the speech is implied—as 
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the only thing that might subvert the holy exercise of freedom of speech would arise from an 

Adversary.   

 One learned commentator has specifically considered the use of the word sacred in our 

Bill of Rights.  “This expression of ‘religious veneration’ has suggested the view that 

Mississippi’s right of free speech is ‘more protective of the individual’s right to freedom of 

speech than [is] the First Amendment.’” James L. Robertson, Constitutional Law, § 19:56, 

Freedom of speech, 3 MS Prac. Encyclopedia MS Law § 19:56 (2d ed.) (quoting Gulf Pub. and 

ABC Interstate Theatres).  Nonetheless, former Justice Robertson noted that such an approach 

has not always been honored in our Courts in modern days.  Id. 

 In contemporary times, the Court has been less observant about the holy nature of Section 

13, and in dicta has simply considered it a State parallel to the Federal Constitution’s guarantee.  

See Jeffries v. State, 724 So. 2d 897, 900 (Miss. 1998) (“The Mississippi Constitution of 1890 

provides safeguards similar to those provided by the federal constitution”); Miss. Commn. on 

Jud. Performance v. Wilkerson, 876 So. 2d 1006, 1009 n.1 (Miss. 2004) (“since the 

constitutional analysis of the Mississippi provision would be no different from an analysis of the 

provision found in the United States Constitution, we restrict our analysis in this case to 

applicable law interpreting the United States Constitution”).   

 Respectfully, there is only one possible approach.  The plain language of the Constitution 

establishes that Mississippi has granted the highest possible status to the speech of the citizenry. 

Our canons of construction require fealty to that language:  “Regardless of the result, this Court 

must enforce the articles of the Constitution as written.” Pro-Choice Miss. v. Fordice, 716 So. 2d 

645, 652 (Miss. 1998); see State ex rel. Greaves v. Henry, 40 So. 152, 154 (Miss. 1906) 

(“Another principle is that, where the Constitution deals with a subject, its words must be the 

sole boundary, and sacred from the Legislatures, except where it permits expressly or by 
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necessary implication”).  As this Court ruled in addressing a different Constitutional provision, 

“lest and except it is amended, the will of the people is found in the plain language” of the 

document itself. Myers v. City of McComb, 943 So. 2d 1, 10 (Miss. 2006).   

 It is written in the very Cornerstone of this State that free speech is sacred.  Yet to the 

extent it can be decoded, the Commission’s Complaint against Judge Polk-Payton repeatedly 

attacked her sacred right to that speech—speech expressed through her writing and publication 

of her book about her family, her religious beliefs, and her political beliefs; speech encouraging 

others to purchase the book; and how she identified herself on social media.  Her speech cannot 

be restrained in that manner.  For this reason alone, the recommendation of the Commission 

must be rejected.  

II. The Canons Cannot Restrain Judge Polk-Payton’s Religious and Political Speech. 

 Two cases from this Court mandate dismissal of the charges brought by the Commission.  

Mississippi jurisprudence holds that when a judge or citizen is exercising political or religious 

speech, it cannot be constrained—either by the Canons of Judicial Performance or contempt of 

court.  Judge Polk-Payton’s book is devoted to her religious beliefs, political views, and personal 

philosophies.  The Commission cannot demonstrate a compelling state interest which warrants 

restraining the jurist’s book. 

 A.   Political and Religious Speech Are Not Restrained by the Canons. 

 In Mississippi, the Supreme “Court clearly may not impose sanctions for violation of a 

Canon where doing so would infringe on rights guaranteed under the First Amendment, 

including the freedom of speech.” Miss. Commn. on Jud. Performance v. Wilkerson, 876 So. 2d 

1006, 1010 (Miss. 2004).  In following the jurisprudence of the United States Supreme Court in 

interpreting the First Amendment, the Court ruled “that speech on political views and public 

issues occupies the highest rung of the hierarchy of First Amendment values, and is entitled to 
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special protection.” Id. (quoting Connick v. Myers, 461 U.S. 138, 145(1983)).  As a result, 

“[t]here is a heavy presumption that every prior restraint on protected speech is unconstitutional.” 

Id. at 1014 (emphasis added).  

 The Court emphasized that it is “important in the first instance to determine the category 

of speech the government seeks to restrain,” since different types of speech warranted different 

levels of protection. Id. at 1011.  “Where the government seeks to restrain political/public issue 

speech, it must withstand ‘strict scrutiny,’” the highest standard of review. Id. This “requires the 

government to demonstrate that the restraint is (1) narrowly tailored to serve (2) a compelling 

state interest.” Id. (internal quotation and citation omitted, heavy emphasis in original).   

 In Wilkerson, the Court applied this standard of review when a justice court “judge sent a 

letter to the editor of his local weekly newspaper, The George County Times,” while not 

explicitly remarking that he held office. Id. at 1008.  The letter was grotesque  and filled with 

grammatical and spelling errors.   Id. at 1009; full letter at page 1020 (Carlson, J., dissenting).  

After California, Vermont, and Hawai’i had extended legal protection to partners of gays and 

lesbians, the judge was repulsed, and wrote “In my opinion, gays and lesbians should be put in 

some type of mental institute instead of having a law like this passed for them.” Id. at 1009 

(ellipsis omitted).  

 Yet the bizarre letter to the editor was clearly grounded in the judge’s political and 

religious views:  “The last verse of chapter one of the book of Romans in our HOLY BIBLE is 

my reason for responding and sounding the alarm to this,” he wrote. Id. at 1020 (Carlson, J., 

dissenting).  “You need to know as I know that GOD in Heaven is not pleased with this and I am 

sounding the alarm that I for one am against it and want our LORD to see and here [sic] me say I 

am against it.” Id. at 1020 (Carlson, J., dissenting) (note in original).  If we continued to treat 

gays and lesbians as equals, the justice court judge wrote “I don,t [sic] know but I believe if we 
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vote for folks that are for this we will have to stand in thh [the] judgment of GOD the same as 

them.” Id. at 1020 (Carlson, J., dissenting) (notes in original).   

 After this rant was published, the judge then taped an interviewer with “a reporter from a 

radio network,” which was later aired. Id. at 1008; full interview at page 1021 (Carlson, J., 

dissenting).  The interview was on Public Radio of Mississippi, and expounded on the judge’s 

dislike of gays and lesbians:  “As far as I know, a person like that’s sick, you know.” Id. at 1021 

(Carlson, J., dissenting).  The judge explained his views were culled from his religion:  “Now, if 

the Holy Bible’s true, the King James Bible, which as a Christian man, I’d say every word from 

Genesis to Revelation is true, then God didn’t put up with it in Sodom and Gomorrah and that’s 

the part that worries me, you know.” Id. at 1021 (Carlson, J., dissenting).   

 The Commission argued that the judge’s letter and discussion with public radio violated 

Canon 2A, and the Court analyzed the applicability of that section as well as Canon 4. Id. at 

1010.  Turning to the type of speech, the Court mused that “the extension of certain rights to 

gays and lesbians has become an important political public issue,” and as a result the judge’s 

tirade about institutionalizing LGBT persons touched on a political point. Id. at 1011-13.  

Therefore the speech was political in nature, and could not be restrained absent a compelling 

interest. Id. at 1013.    

 In addition, the Court ruled that the judge’s views were “framed and supported” by “his 

personal religious beliefs.” Id. at 1013.  “Private religious speech is as fully protected under the 

First Amendment as secular private expression.” Id.  

 Having ruled that the judge’s speech was both political and religious, the Court turned to 

whether the Canons were prior restraint on his speech, and whether there was a compelling 

governmental interest to restrain it.  Id. at 1014-15.  There was little to discuss:  “The Canon, as 

applied to Judge Wilkerson in this case, constitutes a prior restraint on his right to publicly state 
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his political and religious views.” Id. at 1014.  For “[t]here is a heavy presumption that every 

prior restraint on protected speech is unconstitutional,” and to use the Canons as a sword against 

the justice court judge’s speech was impermissible.  Id.   

 The Court then examined whether the Commission showed a compelling governmental 

interest in restraining it.  Id. at 1014-15.  The Court was skeptical an interest could even exist:  

“Even our Founders were well aware that the government cannot always be trusted to accurately 

discern what is, and is not, a compelling state interest.” Id. at 1015.  “Indeed, the primary reason 

we have the First Amendment to our Constitution is that our Founders did not trust the 

government to always protect the rights of the people against the powers of the government.” Id.  

 The only state interest advanced by the Commission was to protect the impartiality of the 

judiciary. Id. The Court decimated this meager argument:  “We find no compelling state interest 

in requiring a partial judge to keep quiet about his prejudice so that he or she will appear 

impartial.” Id. “Whatever state interest the Commission may find in preventing judges from 

announcing their private views on gay rights would conflict with, and be outweighed by, the 

more compelling state interest of providing an impartial court for all litigants, including gays and 

lesbians.” Id.  

 In the end, the Court ruled “the judge may not be sanctioned for his statements which are 

protected by the First Amendment to the United States Constitution.” Id. at 1016.  “We reject the 

Commission’s findings and recommendation, and we finally dismiss the Commission’s 

complaint and this case with prejudice.” Id.  

 B.  Wilkerson Completely Protects Public Service Announcement from Restraint. 

 Using the same process the Court employed in Wilkerson, there is no doubt that PSA 

contains dozens of instances of political and religious speech within its 152 pages.  While the 
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Court ruled that the vulgar speech of Judge Wilkerson did not impact its analysis, the difference 

between the protected speech in that case and Judge Polk-Payton’s lofty words is dramatic. 

Judge Wilkerson’s Speech – 

Held Constitutionally Protected in Its Entirety
9
 

Judge Polk-Payton’s Speech – 

Resulted in a Recommendation of Sanction 

In my opinion gays and lesbians should be put 

in some type of a mental institute instead of 

having a law like this passed for them. 

Death doesn’t distinguish between age, gender, 

race, culture, etc.  If today is your last day, are 

you ready?  Are your works pleasing and 

acceptable to God?  Not to people but to God?  

Ask yourself that question because you have to 

live and die with the answer.   

 

PSA, page 151. 

I am sorry that the California Legislature 

enacted a law granting gay partners the same 

right to sue as spouses or family members. 

Live your life so that people will see you, 

know what you are going through and ask how 

you do it and you can say, “I didn’t do it.” God 

did it.  And because He dwells in me, I can do 

all things through Christ who strengthens me. 

 

PSA, page 139. 

AMERICA IS IN TROUBLE! 

 

With all the pressure the United States 

President faces on a daily basis, it shows me 

that he is a strong man of patience, 

compassion, integrity and grace under pressure 

who I trust to run my country.   

PSA, at 39. 

As far as I know, a person like that’s sick, you 

know [referring to gays and lesbians]. I 

wouldn’t want to punish a fellow for being 

sick. I’d want to do something for him, help 

him in some way, you know. That's where I'm 

coming from. But I don't think he ought to 

have a right-extra-you know, extraordinary 

rights. 

I was talking to someone in 2011 and I told 

him that if God blessed me to win that 

November, I would be sworn as Justice Court 

Judge the following January.  Since that day, 

extending grace and mercy when it is due has 

never been hard for me because I know my 

next breath is because of grace and mercy.  

And I won’t forget that . . . ever. 

 

PSA, at 142. 

I don,t[sic] know but I believe if we vote for 

folks that are for this [gay rights] we will have 

to stand in thh[the] judgement of GOD the 

same as them. 

Follow me on Twitter and Instagram 

@judgecutie ... but only if you have nothing 

better to do. :-). 2:106. 

                                                 
9
 All quotations from pages 1020-21 (Carlson, J., dissenting). 
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 As the speech of the justice court judge was ruled protected by the First Amendment in 

Wilkerson, the same rule must be applied here.  The published speech of Judge Polk-Payton in 

her book contains political views and religious beliefs.  She should not be condemned for her 

speech, but celebrated.  Indeed, even the vile views of Judge Wilkerson contained a perverse 

utility—because the citizens of George County knew the true political and religious views of 

their elected member of the Judiciary. Wilkerson, 876 So.3d at 1016.  “[A]s the guardians of this 

state’s judicial system, we should be helping our citizens to spot the crocodiles,” the Court 

concluded. Id. In other words, knowing the bitter truth was much better than ignorance. 

 Just as the citizens of George County were served better by knowing how their justice 

court judge viewed LGBT citizens, those living and voting in Forrest County are much better 

served by knowing the personal political and religious views of Judge Polk-Payton.  Her 

struggles as a mother to a child afflicted with deadly cancer reveal empathy; her devotion to God 

reveals a servant to the people; her faith in the country shows a sense of honor; her joke in PSA 

about watching The Blind Side and asking God to send her a Michael Oher reveal a humor, a 

vulnerability, and a humanity often concealed by the opaque robes of the Judiciary.   

 Just as the Court hoped in Wilkerson that it could help the citizenry spot the crocodiles, it 

should also help us to see the songbird.  In Judge Polk-Payton, we have a unique and special 

judge, who sings like a robin, praises God, speaks blunt truths to women and men alike, loves 

her child, and is proud of her country, her family, her sorority, and her journey in life.  Her 

speech should be celebrated by our Judiciary, not sanctioned by the Commission. 

 It seems the Commission seeks to return to a world where judges can only speak on 

preapproved subjects.  Yet in 2002 the United States Supreme Court rejected such a system of 

restraint on our jurists. Republican Party of Minnesota v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 788 (2002) 

(ruling that the First Amendment prohibited Minnesota from “prohibiting candidates for judicial 
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election from announcing their views on disputed legal and political issues”).  In that decision, 

the Court acknowledged the reality of our world, and that our jurists are citizens with political 

and religious beliefs—that “judges often state their views on disputed legal issues outside the 

context of adjudication—in classes that they conduct, and in books and speeches.” Id. at 779.  As 

Wilkerson and White have ruled, judges have First Amendment rights and they must be honored 

and not burdened by the Canons.
10
 

 For these same reasons the cover to PSA must also be shielded from the Commission’s 

ire.  The cover portrays the judge in a robe—one she has a legal and artistic right to wear.  In the 

context of the book, the reveals the judge as a person beneath her robes of office.  It has long 

been established that even explicit photographs containing “social value” are protected under the 

First Amendment, and the Supreme Court has “overturned convictions for the distribution of 

sexually graphic but nonobscene material.” U.S. v. Williams, 553 U.S. 285, 288 (2008).  The 

photograph of the jurist is not graphic, not offensive, does not bring disrepute to the Judiciary, 

and covers a book which is focused on Judge Polk-Payton’s love of God and family.  It is free 

speech.    

 When Judge Polk-Payton was honored with the robe of justice court judge by the citizens 

of Forrest County, she did not lose her right to speech or worship. Cf. Miss. Empl. Sec. Commn. 

v. McGlothin, 556 So. 2d 324, 328 (Miss. 1990) (teacher who wore headwrap for religious and 

cultural reasons could not be denied benefits, since the First Amendment and our Section 13 

“clothe teachers such as McGlothin in all protected forms of expression, religious as well as 

                                                 
10
 At the time White was handed down, our Supreme Court and the Commission believed it would not 

strongly impact Mississippi, since our Canons did not contain similar prohibitions on “announcing” 

political or legal views as did Minnesota.  See David Neil McCarty, Walk Before They Make Us Run: 

Republican Party of Minnesota v. White and the Need for Judicial Reform in Mississippi, 23 Miss. C. L. 

Rev. 51, 68-69 (2003) (recounting a public statement of then-Chief Justice Edwin L. Pittman and a 

statement by the Commission’s then-Executive Director).  
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cultural,” and her “conduct was constitutionally protected religious and cultural expression”).   

Her rights to free speech and religion cannot be restrained by the Canons.   

 C. The Right of the Press is Held Sacred. 

 Just as Section 13 and the First Amendment safeguard free speech, they safeguard the 

freedom of the press.  Judge Polk-Payton cannot be sanctioned for publishing her book or for the 

cover it carries. 

 Indeed, even if the photograph on the cover of PSA were vulgar, it would not violate the 

Supreme Court’s protection of that speech in Williams, nor this Court’s prior rulings of the 

powers of a free press.  While it did not involving restraining the speech of a judge, as did 

Wilkerson, this Court addressed the paramount importance of freedom of speech at length in 

1941, when an editor for the Jackson Daily News was held in contempt by the Hinds County 

Circuit Court for editorials published in the paper. Sullens, 4 So. 2d at 357-58.  The editorials 

were hammering “Judge Jeptha Barbour’s widely-publicized moral crusade against liquor selling 

and gambling,” and how madly the trial court had pursued this crusade—such threatening to hold 

in contempt those jurors who had voted for an acquittal in a criminal trial. Id. at 358-60. 

 While noting the Federal right, the Court examined the issue through the Constitution of 

1890.  Id. at 360 (“when viewed through the lens of Section 13 of our Constitution and in the 

light of the spirit of Section 741, Code 1930, we can not discover any germs of legal contempt 

nor detect any reasonable tendencies to obstruct, embarrass or hinder the court in the proper 

exercise of its functions”).
11
   

 Peering through that holy glass, the Supreme Court refused to allow the press to be 

restrained by contempt—warning that restraining speech threatened tyranny:  “This freedom is 

declared to be sacred to the people and being one of the distinguishing features of a democratic 

                                                 
11
 Section 751 was the contempt statute.  Id. at 360-61. 
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state is naturally the first to be destroyed by totalitarian states in their campaign for enslavement 

through dictatorship.” Id. at 361.  The speech did not have to be particularly charitable or lofty.  

Id. at 362.  “Freedom of speech includes the freedom to speak unwisdom or even heresy.” Id.  

 For “[t]he citizen has the constitutional right to be vulgar.” Id.  In Sullens, the Court 

assured that while “[o]thers may despise the speech but they may not despise the freedom,” and 

“[o]ur devotion to free speech bespeaks a confidence that truth will prevail over error and that it 

can take care of itself in any crowd of baser thoughts.” Id. 

 The Court, through Justice Julian P. Alexander, also recognized that the right to speech 

was incredibly wide-ranging:  “The exercise of this right may embarrass the particular 

functionary; it may depreciate the effectiveness of our legal procedure, yet so long as it pulls up 

short of the obstruction or impedance of the machinery of the court then in motion, it is free from 

interference by the courts.” Id.
12
  

 Chief Justice Sydney M. Smith specially concurred—joining in the entirety of the Court’s 

ruling, but to emphasize that the newspaper editor owed a duty to society to publish the editorial.  

Id. at 363 (Smith, C.J., specially concurring).  “Since the adoption of our constitutional 

guaranties of freedom of speech and of the press, American newspapers in response to public 

demand therefor have assumed the duty of giving the people full information of the conduct of 

public officials, including the judges of all courts.” Id. (Smith, C.J., specially concurring).   

 This was not only a duty in our society, but a vital one, as “[s]uch information is 

necessary in a Democracy in order to insure the observance of its processes.” Id. (Smith, C.J., 

specially concurring).  The vital role of the editor was heightened, as “[t]he discharge of this duty 

                                                 
12
 While watching Ole Miss play Georgia Tech in the Sugar Bowl, Justice Alexander suffered a heart 

attack and “died in the grandstands at New Orleans on Jan. 1, 1953.” See Princeton Alumni Weekly, vol. 

53, viewable at https://books.google.com/books?id=2RBbAAAAYAAJ&lpg=RA1-

PA159&dq=1953%20Judge%20Alexander%20dies%20at%20Sugar%20Bowl&pg=RA1-

PA159#v=onepage&q=1953%20Judge%20Alexander%20dies%20at%20Sugar%20Bowl&f=false (last 

accessed Feb. 28, 2017).   
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was here particularly incumbent upon the appellant, because of the threat made by the judge to 

jurors who had voted for an acquittal in a criminal case to cite them for contempt of court.” Id. 

(Smith, C.J., specially concurring).   

 The speech of Judge Polk-Payton was not vulgar, which this Court in Sullens ruled would 

still be protected.  Instead, it was focused on her religious and political views.  Her speech serves 

a valuable role in our society, and even if her loving descriptions of America and worship of God 

embarrass the Commission, she cannot be sanctioned for them—no more than the Jackson Daily 

News editor could be held in contempt 75 years ago.    

 Indeed, to even push an extreme hypothetical, the jurist could have published a book 

which was not about God and country, but about the most prurient of all human behaviors, and it 

would have been protected speech.  There are passages of PSA which are most certainly not 

about Judge Polk-Payton’s religion—where she speaks about her loneliness, where she describes 

the difficulties of rearing a son in a single parent household, and the frustrations of dating in this 

modern world.  Even if the Commission does not like these passages in PSA, they are still 

protected speech.  It has been many years now since our country engaged in combat with 

literature, finally concluding that even when a book “is a rather strong draught to ask some 

sensitive, though normal, persons to take,” it may not be banned.  U.S. v. One Book Called 

“Ulysses,” 5 F. Supp. 182, 185 (S.D.N.Y. 1933).  For even when a book “justly may offend 

many,” it may have artistic merit. U.S. v. One Book Entitled Ulysses by James Joyce, 72 F.2d 

705, 708-09 (2d Cir. 1934). 

 Public Service Announcement is a sincere work about the life and philosophy of an author 

who is highly educated, devout, intelligent, funny, maternal, and sometimes sad.  There is no 

question that it must be accorded the same level of respect for “sacred” speech such as the 
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Jackson Daily News editorial in 1941, and for this reason, the Commission’s recommendation 

must be rejected.  

 D. The Judge Wrote on Matters of Legitimate Public Concern. 

 Even though Judge Polk-Payton’s book, its contents, and its cover are fully protected 

expression, it is also noteworthy that the book contains matters of legitimate public concern.  For 

there are times when speech can traverse the border into misconduct, but so long as the speech of 

the judicial officer “concerns a matter of legitimate public concern,” it is protected. Miss. 

Commn. on Jud. Performance v. Boland, 975 So. 2d 882, 891 (Miss. 2008).   

 There are at least two times post-Wilkerson that this Court ruled that speech by judicial 

officers was not protected.  Both involve language that is a far cry from Judge Polk-Payton’s 

celebrations of God and Country. 

 In Boland, a justice court judge attended a “a break-out session of the National Drug 

Court Institute certification seminar.” Id.  During this conference, she said: 

(1) the members of Hinds County Board of Supervisors were ignorant;  

(2) some of the justice court judges were on the same level as those who appeared 

before her in court; 

(3) [she told a participant] to ‘get the hell out’ of the room; and  

(4) that African-Americans in Hinds County could ‘go to hell for all I care.’”  

 

Id. (line breaks added). 

 Unlike the bizarre rant of Judge Wilkerson, this particular bizarre rant was not cloaked in 

sincere expressions of religion or politics.  Id.  “We find that Judge Boland’s statements are not 

protected by the First Amendment,” the Court ruled, since “these remarks were disparaging 

insults and not matters of legitimate public concern.” Id. at 891-92.   

 Indeed, there was no real “speech” at all:  “Her comment was not an expression of 

political or religious speech as in Wilkerson, nor was it an expression of commercial speech.” Id. 
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at 892.  The justice court judge was sanctioned by public reprimand—the same punishment the 

Commission has recommended for Judge Polk-Payton.  Id. at 898.   

 Likewise, the Court ruled it was not protected speech when a justice court judge received 

48 complaints after appearing before a voter league and saying “White folks don’t praise you 

unless you’re a damn fool. Unless they think they can use you . . . If you have your own mind 

and know what you're doing, they don’t want you around.” Miss. Commn. on Jud. Performance 

v. Osborne, 11 So. 3d 107, 109 (Miss. 2009).  The Court tracked Boland, and ruled that this 

“commentary” was “not worthy of being deemed a matter of legitimate political concern”—even 

though the judge was running for reelection—“but merely an expression of his personal 

animosity.” Id. at 113.   

 In contrast to Judge Boland’s tirade that all the black folks in her district could “go to hell 

for all I care,” or to Judge Osborne saying that white people only admire black people if “you’re 

a damn fool” they can exploit, Judge Polk-Payton’s book and public speech was respectful, 

caring, and at times even reverent.  For while Judge Boland told African-Americans to “go to 

hell,” the judge in this case wrote “Are your works pleasing and acceptable to God?”  Instead of 

mocking people of different ethnicities, Judge Polk-Payton offered others that “extending grace 

and mercy when it is due has never been hard for me because I know my next breath is because 

of grace and mercy.”  Unlike the dismissive speech of Judges Boland and Osborne—none of 

which had legitimate political concern—the jurist in this case explicitly connected her spiritual 

beliefs in Christianity with a deep love of country and service.  These matters of legitimate 

public concern shield her book and speech from the Commission’s Recommendation.   

Conclusion to Section II 

 Even though the rants of Judge Wilkerson were held protected speech in modern times, 

the Commission still brought charges against Judge Polk-Payton for her publication of PSA and 
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other actions.  Even though her book is filled with inspiring stories of her son’s struggle with 

cancer, her walk with God, her deep love of America, and her personal philosophy, the 

Commission treated her the same way it did the judges in Boland and Osborne who mocked and 

berated others with no political or religious viewpoint.   

 To apply the Canons to Judge Polk-Payton’s religious and political speech constitutes a 

prior restraint that is forbidden by our precedent.  Furthermore, the Commission has failed to 

articulate any compelling interest in regulating her speech.  For these reasons, the Complaint 

must be dismissed in its entirety. 

III. The Judge’s Commercial Speech Is Protected from Restraint or Sanction. 

 Because the judge has the constitutional power to ask people to buy her book, or to 

advertise it for purchase, and likewise has the right to advertise her law practice, the 

recommendation must be rejected.  The Commission has not demonstrated that it has a 

“substantial interest” in banning jurists who engage in protected expression from telling others 

about the art they have created.  Nor was this a situation where the judge was promoting the 

private interests of others; her conduct was inextricably linked to herself, her book, and her own 

law practice. 

 The jurist’s rights of speech, worship, and press must be held “sacred.”  She has a 

complementary right to commercial speech.  As our Court has noted, “‘commercial speech,’  

which usually involves advertising products for sale, may not be restricted unless the government 

can demonstrate a ‘substantial interest’ to be achieved in the regulation.” Wilkerson, 876 So. 2d 

1006 at 1010-11.  The State’s burden is still high, as the First Amendment is burdened, but not so 

high as restraining political speech.  Id. at 1011.   

 As the Supreme Court has ruled, “Commercial expression not only serves the economic 

interest of the speaker, but also assists consumers and furthers the societal interest in the fullest 
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possible dissemination of information.” C. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Commn. of 

New York, 447 U.S. 557, 561-62 (1980).  “In applying the First Amendment to this area, we have 

rejected the ‘highly paternalistic” view that government has complete power to suppress or 

regulate commercial speech.” Id. at 562.  “Even when advertising communicates only an 

incomplete version of the relevant facts, the First Amendment presumes that some accurate 

information is better than no information at all.” Id.  

 What the commercial speech serves is important, for “[t]he protection available for 

particular commercial expression turns on the nature both of the expression and of the 

governmental interests served by its regulation.” Id. at 563.  “The First Amendment’s concern 

for commercial speech is based on the informational function of advertising,” and so 

misrepresentations or deceptive speech may be banned. Id.  

 Canon 4(D)(1) states that “Judges should refrain from financial and business dealings that 

tend to reflect adversely on their impartiality, interfere with the proper performance of their 

judicial duties, exploit their judicial positions, or involve them in frequent transactions with 

lawyers or persons likely to come before the court on which the judge serves.” The entirety of 

Canon 4 is geared not to punish speech, but safeguard the risk of conflict with judicial 

obligations.  

 This mission is further explained by the Comment, which sets out that “this section does 

not prohibit holding specific extra-judicial positions or engaging in other specific business 

activities, it does require that judges refrain from business activities which might reflect 

adversely on their impartiality and that they manage their business activities so as to minimize 

the need for recusal.” 

 In a contradictory fashion, the Commission also claims that the judge violated Canon 

4(B), which explicitly accords her the right to “speak, write, lecture, teach and participate in 
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other extra-judicial subjects”—a Canon which empowers her to have a life in addition to the 

robe, not one which forbids it.  Indeed, Judge Polk-Payton has done what many jurists have done 

before her—author a book, in doing so engaging in protected expression, and subsequently 

telling others about it.  While the State may attempt to restrain judges from too much financial 

activity in order to remove the appearance of impropriety, her promotion of her book is not 

dangerous and does not run afoul of the Canon.  As the Supreme Court ruled in Central Hudson 

Gas, “[t]he State cannot regulate speech that poses no danger to the asserted state interest . . . nor 

can it completely suppress information when narrower restrictions on expression would serve its 

interest as well.” Id. at 565.   

 Yet the Commission is attempting to ban all of Judge Polk-Payton’s commercial speech.  

It does not contend that Judge Polk-Payton lied in asking people to buy her book, or in asking 

people to like her posts on social media.  Even though it is undoubtedly true that the jurist has the 

right to author and publish a book on her social and political and religious beliefs, the 

Commission would utterly restrain her from ever telling anyone that she had written a book, or 

from asking them to purchase it.  This bizarre stance would result in jurists being able to record 

music or play with their bands, but never tell anyone about it; allow jurists to write novels, but 

forbid them from holding book signings.   

 In a society where a judge ascends to the Bench via democratic election, it is also bizarre 

that they would be prohibited from in any way identifying themselves as a member of the Bench.  

This is simply part of their identity, and there are no Canons which forbid the mere notation of 

the person as a judge.  There is no Canon which forbids such conduct, and if there were, it would 

violate the exercise of commercial speech.  The mere acknowledgement on social media sites 

that the judge is indeed a judge is nothing more than a statement of fact. 
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 As the Supreme Court held in Central Hudson Gas, “the regulatory technique must be in 

proportion to that interest,” and “[t]he limitation on expression must be designed carefully to 

achieve the State’s goal.” Id. at 564.  There are two requirements:  “First, the restriction must 

directly advance the state interest involved; the regulation may not be sustained if it provides 

only ineffective or remote support for the government's purpose.” Id.  “Second, if the 

governmental interest could be served as well by a more limited restriction on commercial 

speech, the excessive restrictions cannot survive.” Id.   

 The Commission does not offer a workable path here for the judge to exercise her right to 

speech to promote her book.  It seeks only to utterly ban that speech.  Canon 4 was not created 

for that purpose, and it unnecessarily constrains her First Amendment activities.  The 

Commission does not have that power. 

 Nor can the Commission restrain the reality that Judge Polk-Payton is a part-time judge, 

and maintains a separate law practice.  This is a common experience for many justice court 

judges, whether in law practice or not.  She should not be required to scrape any mention of the 

reality that she is a judge from her commercial status as a lawyer in private practice.  This is not 

only impractical but likely impossible.  The fact is that she is both a lawyer in private practice 

and also a justice court judge, just as many other lawyers, as well as many municipal judges wear 

a robe one day of the week and a suit coat the rest.  This mere fact is not a violation of the 

Canons. 

 To the extent this is even an issue, it has been cured by a greater “wall of separation” in 

the judge’s social media accounts, as well as a change in her nickname on Instagram and Twitter.  

Therefore it is moot.  “The doctrine of mootness applies to cases where an actual controversy no 

longer exists.” Pickle v. State, 791 So.2d 204, 207 (Miss. 2001).  The Supreme Court determines 

“A case is moot so long as a judgment on the merits, if rendered, would be of no practical benefit 
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to the plaintiff or detriment to the defendant.” Fails v. Jefferson Davis County Pub. Sch. Bd., 95 

So. 3d 1223, 1225 (Miss. 2012) (internal quotation, citation, and alteration omitted).   

 For these reasons, the recommendation must be rejected, as it unduly violates Judge Polk-

Payton’s right to commercial speech.    

IV. The Judge Did Not Bring the Judiciary into Disrepute or Commit Misconduct. 

 Because Judge Polk-Payton did not demean the Judiciary or bring it into disrepute by her 

actions, the Commission’s recommendation must be rejected. 

 The Constitution and this Court safeguard the integrity of our Judiciary by ensuring that 

its members do not demean their robes.   

 It brought the Judiciary into disrepute when a justice court judge “physically assaulted a 

mentally handicapped African-American male and had directed racial slurs toward him . . . .” 

Weisenberger, 201 So. 3d at 446, 452.   

 Likewise, the Court has sanctioned a judge who “walked up behind [a subordinate] and 

exclaimed, ‘Look a-here! Look a-here!,’” and “then licked his finger and slid it across [her] 

exposed lower back, putting his finger ‘down in the top of [her] blue jeans,’ to just above her 

posterior.” Miss. Commn. on Jud. Performance v. Brown, 37 So. 3d 14, 16 (Miss. 2010) 

(alterations in original).  The same judge also described the woman, “who is an African-

American, with a racial epithet.” Id.  

 It was also demeaning to the Judiciary when the judge, as discussed above, said that the 

African-American people in her community could “go to hell.” Boland, 975 So. 2d at 891.  That 

justice court judge was actually sanctioned by a public reprimand—the same recommendation by 

the Commission in this appeal. Id. at 898. 

 In contrast to those trio of jurists who disgraced the office, Judge Polk-Payton wrote a 

book, which talked about her walk with God, and her son’s struggle with cancer.  She asked 
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people to follow her on Instagram.  She let people know she was a judge.  She used a playful 

nickname on social media.  Judge Polk-Payton did not lick her finger and run it down the back of 

a subordinate employee; she did not beat a mentally disabled man scream a racial slur at him; she 

did not tell people in her community to “go to hell.”   

 There is nothing in this case which warrants punishment of any kind.   

CONCLUSION 

 For four core reasons the Commission’s Recommendation must be rejected.  First, 

because Section 13 of the Constitution of 1890 holds the judge’s speech “sacred.”  Second, the 

Canons cannot be used to restrain her political and religious speech, especially to the extent they 

address matters of legitimate public interest.  Third, the Commission has filed to articulate a 

substantial basis for restraining her commercial speech.  Last, nothing Judge Polk-Payton did 

brings the office of the Judiciary into disrepute. 

 For these reasons, the Respondent Judge Gay Polk-Payton respectfully requests that this 

Court REJECT the Recommendation of the Commission and DISMISS the anonymous 

Complaint filed against her, finding all the alleged conduct to be protected speech under our 

Section 13 and the First Amendment.     

 Respectfully submitted, this the 6th day of March, 2017. 
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